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FVB TCMS for diesel locomotive applications   
 

Train control and management system 

This System consists of 4 parts that are described below 

1. PLC  

2. Electronic governor with load regulator  

3. Throttle control  

4. MMI Display (Man Machine Interface)   

 
Due to the complexity of reverse engineering to be able to make analogic system interface it is 

considered a better option to make the total change of the TCMS.  A new fully digital TCMS 

(Train Control and Management System) will handle all communications in digital format 

in Modbus Ethernet. This system will control all train operations and the safety loop 

(Interlocks) such as acceleration, braking and safety protocols. The system will have the 

advantage of being current technology, fully digital and modular, so this will eliminate a 

lot of wiring and electromechanical equipment which require a lot of maintenance, this 

system will handle the speed, direction, dynamic braking controls, excitation, compressor 

control, wheel slip, etc. This will eliminate most of the relays and analogic control systems. 

In addition to this a digital MMI  (Man Machine Interface) will be installed, the  MMI is a 

screen with Linux-based PC functions, which will provide  all  the information required by 

the operator (Speed, odometer of the day and total, position of the manipulator (Traction, 

Neutral, Dynamic Brake or Emergency Braking, as well as the proportion of application of 

each One), all local and remote alarms, real-time position on the route, etc.). The PLC will 

be a current generation PLC with advanced processing capacity and extended digital and 

analogic inputs and outputs. The train systems will communicate with all the subsystems 

by ethernet for all the management of control and monitoring functions, interface for 

traction control, analog and digital signal processing, train information system, signal 

processing and signal to be stored at the event recorder.  This will be achieved through a 

high-speed gateway that will convert communication protocols in both directions to 

handle all communications in a single protocol and eliminate as many cables as possible. 
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TCMS communication diagram 

 

Functions 

Input and output of data from analog, digital and frequency I/O sources directly to the 

train computer (TCMS processor) and can lead to reduced cabling and therefore cost 

savings. 

Locomotive system Diagnostic 

Intercommunication with MMI in both ways 

Dynamic Brake and traction control (wheelslip) 

Security applications (Dead man control, emergency stop, staring protocols, etc.) 

Fleet maintenance management (The TCMS know the current operating hours of each 

major component and can issue a report that can be linked to the stock MRP to request 

the spares required for its next maintenance and prepare the maintenance program.   

Air conditioning management 

Management of the CCTV system in MMI 

Battery charge monitoring in MMI 

Position of the throttle lever and acceleration or braking ratio applied in the MMI 

Monitoring local and remote alarms on the MMI 
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Torque and engine flow control. 

Interface with vehicle control. 

Drive monitoring, protection and diagnostics. 

Supervision of motors, brake resistors, protection and diagnostics. 

Management of train communication and infrastructure (Additional hardware and 

software required) 

On the hardware side the TCMS is modular and build by standard PLC parts that can be 

bought worldwide in the industrial PLC market, so spares are available worldwide with 

immediate delivery or very short led times, we own the intellectual property and 

engineering, that means we develop software not hardware. This means that you we can 

develop custom systems that fit your needs perfectly by simply selecting the modules and 

interfaces you need; you ensure that the system meets all your demands and is cost-

effective. Systems can be easily upgraded with additional modules as needs arise. 

In general, the FVB Control Systems will be providing the following benefits  

 Improved locomotive performance 

 Reduction/elimination of high maintenance components 

 Improvement in tractive effort under all weather conditions 

 Advanced integrated diagnostics with real-time and historical analysis 

 Superior wheel slip control capabilities in power and DB operation 

 Replacement of old analog modules, such as Dash 2 modules (where applicable) 

 Enhanced main alternator/generator and motor protection 

 Locomotive Maintenance cycle management  

 24 / 7 Customer Service Desk 

MMI (Man-Machine Interface) 

The integration of MMI displays to the TCMS  is the best option  for  modernization of 
locomotives  since on the original design there are many obsolete equipment’s that 
required a lot of wiring and a lot of analog inputs and outputs so the best option is to 
eliminate them and convert them into digital signals on Ethernet.  The digital displays were 
chosen because of the screen-operated protection features, as well as their hardware 
features available for the custom interface system as it is dedicated hardware for 
application this application. 
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Display Functions: 

 Speedometer and Odometer 

The current train speed deployment function was integrated into the display, along with 
the distance traveled per day and total. 

Replaced equipment: Analog speedometer 

 Local and remote alarms 

A general display tab of alarms present in train operation (failures, notifications and 
monitoring) was included. 

Replaced equipment: Led alarm panel. 

 Traction and braking monitoring 

The display shows the amount of braking or traction selected in the manipulator including 
the function in which it is located: Traction, Braking, Emergency Braking or Neutral. 

 Battery voltage 

The display shows the voltage of the batteries in real time, this changes color to red if the 
voltage is below the optimal range to intuitively alert the driver of this situation. 

With the inclusion of this function is on the screen a percentage of  10% of the overall wiring 

of the  train was removed when converted from analog signals that each require individual 
wiring into   non-wired Ethernet communication  signals  (all driven by a single 
communication cable). 

MMI mounted on train desk 
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 Main screen MMI 

 

 

Local and Remote Alerts screen (Replaces the LEDs box) 

 

Speedometer      Active Alerts                   Voltage Batteries             Day Odometer  

Odometer                                  manipulator position 

                                   Remote Alerts (MU)                    Local Alerts 
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PLC Modicon BMXP342020 

The PLC is the latest version of the rail industry proved PLC that operates in Bombardier 

trains worldwide. The PLC will absorb all the functions of the analog control systems 

including the relays, timers, solenoids, resistors, -2 cards and other control components 

which disappear, eliminating a large amount of wiring and parts (45 to 50% approximately) 

and reducing maintenance. 

  

Characteristics 

Mód. proces. M340    -  max. 1024 E/S digital + 256 analogic - Modbus - Ethernet 
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Benefits 
 
Improved Adhesion 
Up to 44% on dry rails* and up to 29% on wet rails* means better pulling power in any 
condition. 
 
Advanced Locomotive Reliability 
Proven microprocessor PLC technology replaces old modules for more reliable 
performance. 
 
Substantial Fuel Savings 
Integrated auto start functionality provides significant improvements in fuel efficiency and 
idle reduction. 
 
Proven Parts & Service 
Built for the rail industry and backed by 24/7 FVB support. 
 
Fleet Management & Troubleshooting 
Advanced on-board and remote diagnostics allow for efficient performance management. 
 
Intelligent Modernization 
Compact design increases free space in high voltage cabinet and optional modules allow 
for PTC communications. 
 

FVB Control Systems will be providing the following benefits with the PLC Locomotive 

Control System:  

 

 

 

 

Advanced integrated diagnostics with real-time and historical analysis  

 

 

or and motor protection  

 

The basic FVB PLC Control System will provide the control for the following functions:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Motor Current Regulation, including Short-Term Limiting and Stall Protection 

Contactor Control  

 

 

-board Diagnostics (MMI)  
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FVB Autostart   

Integrated Locomotive Battery Saver  

-Hour Recording  

 

 

Power vs fuel consumption statistics 

Real time fuel consumption measuring  

 

If the locomotive is equipped with the following features, the basic FVB PLC Control System 

will provide the control and regulation for the following: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

-motorized Reversers  

MMI Load Test  

 

 

 

Description of Basic PLC Control System Features  

 
Low Voltage Regulation  
The FVB PLC Control System will provide Voltage Regulator functionality. This feature 

controls the excitation to the auxiliary generator to regulate the battery charging voltage and 

current to predefined set points.  

 

Throttle Response Control  
The FVB PLC Control System will control tractive horsepower based on the position of the 

throttle and/or engine governor status. The engine governor  will be electronic and will be 

Ethernet communicated  eliminating the monitoring through a voltage reference signal from the 

old Load Regulator hydraulically connected to the engine governor.  

 

Main Alternator/Main Generator Excitation Regulation  
The FVB PLC Control System replaces the relevant excitation system components to achieve 

fast and reliable control of the main alternator/main generator output necessary for adhesion 

improvements.  

During power operation, the FVB PLC Control System will control the exciter module to 

provide high resolution/high speed control of the main alternator/main generator excitation 

current.  

Every few milliseconds, the main alternator/main generator voltage and current, as well as the 

individual traction motor’s armature current and voltage are checked. At the same time, an 

assessment is made to determine that the locomotive is operating within its safe limits and 
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ensure that wheel slip is not occurring. The excitation current is determined as a function of 

governor load regulator signal, main generator/alternator performance, the severity of the wheel 

slip, over voltage condition and/or over current conditions.  

 

Wheel Slip Detection and Control  

The FVB PLC Control System is constantly monitoring traction motor voltages and currents to 

determine possible wheel slip conditions. Upon detection of wheel slip, the excitation current is 

reduced by the amount necessary to control wheel rotation yet maximize adhesion. When the 

wheel slip condition no longer exists, the excitation current is returned to its normal level.  

Excessive wheel slip conditions are annunciated to the operator by energizing the wheel slip 

light on the control stand. 

 

Main Alternator/Main Generator & Traction Motor Voltage Limiting  
The FVB PLC Control System will limit the main alternator and traction motor voltage in 

accordance with OEM specifications as outlined in the Specification Supplement.  

 

Main Alternator Current Regulation  
The FVB PLC Control System will continually monitor main alternator current and adjust 

excitation current to provide highest performance at low and high track speeds, while 

maintaining the continuous ratings as indicated in the Specification Supplement.  

 

Traction Motor Current Regulation & Stall Protection  
The purpose of this section of the control algorithm is to prevent the DC traction motors from 

exceeding the current/time exposure specifications published by the original manufacturer. 

These values are designed to mimic the ratings shown on the short time rating plate or ammeter 

on the locomotive. At stall (zero speed), the control system will monitor current levels and 

duration. If current remains above a specified level for a period of time, the control system will 

suspend excitation and enforce a cool down period.  

 

Contactor Control  
The FVB PLC Control System will provide contactor control functionality. Included is the 

ability for the user to place the system in “diagnostics mode” during which operation of any 

device controlled by the FVB PLC Control System can be verified:  

 

 

 

 

 

Automated Contactor Test  

The FVB PLC Control System provides access through the MMI to an Automatic self-test of 

the contactors and relays that the PLC directly controls. This test will turn on each output and 

check each feedback to ensure all contactors and relays controlled by PLC are functioning 

correctly. If any contactor or relay fails to provide the required feedback a fault will be logged. 

 

Axle Generator  
The FVB Axle Gen, provides high precision frequency signals to compare speed.  

 

On-Board Diagnostics (MMI)  
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The FVB PLC Control System will be supplied with a graphical display screen for system 

monitoring and access to diagnostic information, such as:  

grid amps and etc)  

m health status (modules, transducers, relays, etc.)  

-test and diagnostics (with “Diagnostics Mode” and Contactor Control option)  

o Includes “diagnostics mode” during which system commissioning can be completed without 

use of a laptop  

ssages with date/time stamp with snapshot log  

 

, etc.)  

 

-hour meter (trip and lifetime)  

Detailed fuel savings, duty cycle, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

Automatic Sanding Control  
The FVB PLC Control System will automatically engage sanding to assist in controlling wheel 

slip.  

 

Emergency Sand Disable  

When the FVB PLC Control System reads locomotive speed as less than 1 mile per hour 

(MPH) , the following will occur:  

• Sanding magnet valves will not be driven due to an Emergency Sand Switch (ESS) 

activation 
ll not be transmitted 

or received from trailing or leading units.   

operational at all speeds 

 

There may be instances where the FVB PLC Control System has determined a fault condition 

and this will override the above function to ensure ESS operation has not been erroneously 

deactivated, such as:  

FVB Frequency sensor has been detected.  

 

FVB Autostart   
    

Monitors locomotive operating parameters and automatically initiates:  

Engine shutdown during locomotive parked idle periods based on preset parameters  

Engine restart based on preset parameters  

Provides an Extended Fuel Saver Option that includes:  

Light Load Shedding, including:  

Download and analysis software to evaluate total fuel savings and engine shutdown/restart 

statistics.  

An interface that allows locomotive maintainers to change certain preset conditions, evaluate 

the system status and to view or download system statistics.  
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Expansion capabilities for additional add-on features and options. 

 

Automatic Ground Relay Reset  
Provided the ground relay can be electrically reset, the FVB PLC Control System will be 

supplied complete with Automatic Ground Relay Reset capabilities. The unit will be factory set 

with automatic operation enabled and with the following parameters:  

Time between resets............8 seconds  

Number of resets.................3  

Lockout window.................720 seconds  

The ground relay and the FVB PLC Control System can be reset at any time by pressing the 

GR Reset push-button.  

Upon request, FVB Control Systems can configure the above parameters anywhere within the 

following limits:  

Time between resets............6 to 20 seconds  

Number of resets.................1 to 5  

Lockout window.................600 to 3600 seconds  

 

Mega Watt Hour (MWH) Recording  
Software will be supplied which will provide the ability to log MWH over a user specified 

Start/Stop Date and Time.  

 

Continuous Data Logger through Virtual Technician  
The FVB PLC Control System’s Virtual Technician software can perform continuous data 

logging. This will allow longer data logging for troubleshooting, validation and monitoring 

purposes.  

 

Traction Motor Open Circuit Detection  
This notification (fault) occurs when the PLC Control System has detected that a traction motor 

has no power flow and is possibly open.  

* If the locomotive is equipped with a functioning dynamic braking, these 

control features will be provided as part of the Basic FVB PLC Control 

System.  
 

Dynamic Brake Regulation *  
The FVB PLC Control System will control excitation during operation in dynamic braking. The 

system will control grid current and traction motor field current proportionally to the voltage 

reference from the dynamic brake control handle (typically 24T trainline) by default.  

Using algorithms similar to wheel slip detection and control, the system will monitor traction 

motor voltages to determine wheel slide conditions and take protective measures against it.  
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Dynamic Brake Warning and Motor Field Protection *  
The FVB PLC Control System constantly monitors grid resistors to regulate braking current at 

the rated level. In the event of rapid increase of grid current over its rated level, the system 

disables excitation in dynamic braking until locomotive is returned to power mode of operation. 

At the same time, the brake warning light is illuminated on the MMI to alert the operator.  

 

Main alternator/generator voltage and current are monitored during operation in dynamic 

braking to determine possible open circuit condition. If such a condition is detected, excitation 

is disabled until the locomotive is returned to power mode of operation. At the same time the 

brake warning light is illuminated on the control stand to alert the operator.  

 

Grid Blower Protection 
The FVB Control System will disable excitation in dynamic braking or self-load test in the 

event of a failure of the grid blower motor. The two modes of failure are stalled motor and open 

circuit. The brake warning light will be illuminated to alert the operator of this condition.  

 

Locked Wheel Detection 
The FVB PLC Control System will monitor individual traction motor voltages and currents to 

determine possible wheel lock condition in power. If such a condition is detected, the excitation 

is reduced to a minimum.  

 

Engine Temperature Control and Fan Cycling  
The FVB PLC Control System will control up to three (3) engine-cooling electric fan 

contactors (where applicable) based on the engine coolant temperature signal received from the 

supplied temperature transducer. Run time of each fan is continually logged. The control 

system turns fans on and off based on the internally generated “sequence schedule” equalizing 

total run time of all fan motors.  

In the event of an Engine Temperature Switch (ETS) trip in throttles 7 and 8, the PLC system 

will reduce engine HP setting to throttles 5 and 6 levels, respectively, to allow engine cool 

down.  

 

Compressor Control  
The FVB PLC Control System will monitor the main air reservoir and maintain pressure 

between 120 and 130 psi by actuating the existing Compressor Control Magnet Valve (MV-

CC)  
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Rollback / TM Plugging detection for non-motorized reversers  
This feature includes two functions which trigger separate faults; Rollback Detection/ Plugging 

in Power Fault and Plugging out of Power Fault.  

The first fault occurs when the PLC Control System has detected that the traction motors were 

being plugged while loading. The fault is set when the system has detected that the traction 

motors turned in the opposite direction that they were loaded. This could happen because the 

unit rolled back when it started to load or the direction was changed while the unit was moving.  

The second fault occurs when the PLC Control System has detected that the traction motors 

were being plugged but the unit was not loading. This fault is set when the traction motors 

turned in the opposite direction than they were set up for but were not being loaded. This may 

occur when the direction is being held locally while the direction of the consist has changed.  

 

MMI Display Initiated Load Test  
The FVB PLC Control System allows the removal of the Load Test switch hardware. The load 

test state is entered by pressing the load test soft key on the MMI display’s load test screen 

which will energize the LTT contactors.  

 

Automated Load Test  
The FVB PLC Control System provides access through the MMI to an automatic load test 

sequence.  

The test sequence is as follows:  

MMI after setting the unit up for 

load test.  

MMI will provide instructions on actions required to start the test as well as outline the 

duration of the test. After the test has started you can terminate if the unit is placed into idle 

during any point.  

 

Once the duration of the test is complete a notification of pass or fail based on pre-

determined criteria will be annunciated.  

system will evaluate this as a load test and a notification of pass or fail based on pre-determined 

criteria will be annunciated.  
 

Operational Test Screens  

The Operational Test Screen is used for testing functionality while in operation (not in 

diagnostic mode). If any of the tests are active and the Operational Test Screen is exited then 

the test will automatically be cancelled and all outputs returned to before test state. The 

following items can be tested using this screen:  

 

 Main Reservoir Pressure Relief Valve – This test will allow manual control to override the 

compressor control logic to allow the Main Reservoir Pressure to build and pass the 150 psi 

required to cause the Relief valve to open. If the Relief valve does not open and the pressure 

gets to 165 psi the PLC will log a fault and turn off the compressor.  
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 Fan Operation – This test will allow manual energizing of the fans while the engine is 

running so that the direction and operation can be verified. There is logic in place to protect the 

equipment that requires certain temperature ratings are met before the test can be activated.  

 Wheel Slip Light – This test will allow manual control of the Wheel Slip Light to perform 

testing and verify functionality of the light. 

 

Locomotive Communication Module (LCM)  
Included Functionality:  

1) Immediate, Real Time Transmission of the following data (push, not pull):  

 Diagnostic Information (faults)  

 Engine State (On/Off)  

 Maintenance cycle of main parts  
 

2) Periodic Transmission of the following data:  

 Fuel Readings  

 GPS Location  

 

3) Periodic Transmission of the following data  

 Wattmeter readings / Running Totals  
 

4) Service Support Modem functionality  

 GPRS device functionality that enables FVB to remotely connect to the CPU that 

resides in the PLC Control System, provided the battery knife switch is closed, the PLC 

is powered and is within cellular coverage area.  
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BASIC FVB PLC SPECIFICATION  
 

Upon request FVB can remotely troubleshoot the control system and/or locomotive 

performance through the following methods.  

 

FVB can access the following using Virtual Technician:  

• AutoStart reports  

• Fault table  

• Download fault reports (if applicable)  

 

FVB can also use proprietary software and access the following:  

• Software version  

• Systems settings (including but not limited to):  

o System set points (AESS, traction motor targets, etc.)  

o Internal FVB controller diagnostics  

 

FVB Control Systems will provide the following product support package as part of the 

quotation:  

• PLC Product Installation Documentation  

• A PLC Maintenance and Troubleshooting Manual. The manual will provide a complete 

functional description of a typical FVB PLC Control System including operation and 

troubleshooting procedures without any specific information related to this particular 

application.  

• Laptop resident integrated diagnostic software will be provided for installation on user’s 

laptop. Software is supplied in English only.  

• Access to FVB technical support line during product warranty period. 

• Team viewer assistance supplied. 


